
 

Raising Tut – Unwrapping the Mystery of the Boy King A Synopsis  
 
“Raising Tut” is a dual play and contains sixteen songs. The Play is set in both Ancient and Modern Egypt and 
tells the tale of a boy king, Tutankhamun, and how he is raised by his father Akhenaton and his stepmother 
Nefertiti. At the same time, on the other stage, we see his body being raised from his tomb in the Valley of the 
Kings by the most famous of archaeologists, Howard Carter and his sponsor Lord Carnarvon. 
 
Scenes alternate between Ancient and Modern Egypt and parallels are drawn between the two eras. Themes of 
love, death and the seeking of fame and fortune are explored concurrently in the two time periods.  
 
Three of the songs seek reflection on life: “You Could Be a Star!” (the opening number), “Wonderful Things” 
and “For Eternity” are all songs that are directed just as much at the audience as they are at the cast.  
 
The script has been validated for factual accuracy by Dr Jaromir Malek, chief Egyptologist at Oxford 
University. There are, of course, many unanswered questions surrounding the deaths of Tutankhamun and Lord 
Carnarvon and the audience will ultimately have to draw its own conclusion.  
 
The musical “Raising Tut” aims to be both intriguing and innovative but, above all, lots of fun!  
Christopher Schuman, 2011  
 
“Raising Tut” (a Dual Play) – CAST LIST  
 
MODERN STAGE:  
Howard Carter (archeologist extraordinaire) **  
Lord Carnarvon (Carter’s sponsor; very posh) **  
Lady Evelyn (Lord Carnarvon’s daughter) 
Arthur Callander (Carter’s assistant)  
Dr Alan Gardiner (Carter’s recorder of artefacts 
Prof Percy Newberry (Carter’s recorder of artefacts 
Alfred Lucas (responsible for moving objects to Cairo Museum) 
Harry Burton (chief photographer) 
Arthur Mace (draughtsman) 
Radio Reporter (from Radio Luxor) * 
Tabloid Newspaper Reporter (a menace to Carter but a real laugh) *  
Times Newspaper Reporter (much more sensible; asks some really intriguing questions) * 
River Nile Guides (2) 



Newspaper boy/girl 
 
Non-speaking parts:  
General archeologists 
Tourists (for Nile cruise and at site of archeological dig) 
Dancers (for “Do the Egyptian Step” song) 
 
ANCIENT EGYPTIAN STAGE:  
Tutankhamun (as a boy and as a man; becomes rather big-headed) **  
Nefertiti (Tutankhamun’s mother) * 
Akhenaton (Tutankhamun’s father) *.  
Aye (Tutankhamun’s chief adviser/vizier and ultimate successor; slightly shady character) ** 
Ankhasenamun (beautiful but only has to sing) 
Adviser 1 (rather theatrical) * 
Adviser 2 (a mad professor) * 
Adviser 3 (an American hippie-type)* 
Adviser 4 (part of the Necropolis Police; very military) * 
Newspaper boy/girl 
Non-speaking parts:  
Tutankhamun’s best friends.................................................................................................................................. 
River Nile boat steerers........................................................................................................................................... 
Servants......................................................................................................................................................................
Egyptian Girls............................................................................................................................................................ 
Anubis........................................................................................................................................................................
Devourer.....................................................................................................................................................................
Waiter......................................................................................................................................................................... 
Judges (need to sing)............................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
* fairly big speaking part  
** very big part (lots of words to learn) 
 
“Raising Tut” - a Dual Play by Christopher Schuman © 2010  
 
Song One: You Could Be A Star! (Carter’s Song)  
 
I had wandered into a maze  
And I was in a daze.  
Then the clouds began to lift;  
I no longer needed to drift  
Cos I had found my soul,  
I had found my goal.  
I could dig myself out of the hole;  
Stand up firm and take control.  
Then a voice inside me said:  
Never quit.  
Keep your head up high,  
GO FOR IT!  
Then I learnt to persevere;  
Fame and fortune were so near.  
And I learnt to conquer fear;  
I could reach the stratosphere.  
You could reach the,  
You could reach the,  
You could reach the stratosphere!  
 
You could reach the stars!  
You could reach the stars!  
You could be a,  
You could be a,  
You could be a star! YEAH!  



 
Scene One: 337 BC. Mum & Dad have a chat with young Tut.  
Mum is looking for son. Dad enters later in the scene.  
 
Nefertiti: Tut…Tuti…Tuti Fruity?  
Tut: Yes, Mummy.  
Nefertiti: Where have you been?  
Tut: I’ve been in the Royal Gardens with my two best friends.  
Nefertiti: What were you up to?  
Tut: Oh, we were making swords and spears. One day we’re going to have a great big battle. Can Meryt and 
Nephru come over for supper tonight?  
Nefertiti: Yes, darling, of course but first your dad and I want to have a word with you.  
Tut: What have I done? (looking guilty)  
Nefertiti: Nothing. We just want a little chat about growing up.  
Tut: gulps Nefertiti: He’ll be along in a minute.  
Tut: takes another gulp Akhenaton (Dad) enters  
Akhenaton: Greetings!  
Nefertiti/Tut: Greetings your majesty!  
Akhenaton: Your mother and I want a word with you.  
Tut: Yes, father.  
Akhenaton: Have a seat.  
Tut sits down timidly  
Akhenaton: I hear you’ve been doing very well at the Princes’ School. Your report was very good.  
Tut: Thank you father.  
Akhenaton: Next year you’ll be starting astronomy and medicine. Looking forward to that are you?  
Tut: Oh yes, father. But what did you want to talk to me about?  
Akhenaton: Patience my boy. Now that you’re getting a little older…How old are you?  
Tut: Eight. Akhenaton: That’s right. Your mother and I feel that it’s time we stopped shaving your head. 
Tut: Oh please, no!  
Akhenaton: Look, Tut, one day you’ll be Pharaoh. You have to grow up soon.  
Tut: But all my friends have their heads shaved. Besides I’ll miss my lucky lock.  
Nefertiti: Darling, we’re not going to rush into this but some time soon.  
Tut: Okay, mum. Now can I tell my mates to come over for supper?  
Nefertiti: Yes, of course. Tell them to come over for six.  
Tut: Thanks, mum. Tut exits  
Akhenaton: I hope he remembers his table manners this time. He was a bit of an embarrassment last time. 
Nefertiti: He’s only eight…and he’s a boy!  
Akhenaton: That’s no excuse. My father never let me get away with poor table manners.  
Nefertiti: Things have changed. And besides, I think we’ve done an excellent job in raising Tut, so far. 
Akhenaton: So far, I agree. Scene Two: 1914. Howard Carter & Lord Carnarvon introduce each other to 
the audience. 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 


